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A
s the Cuban economy is open-
ing up but U.S. investment is still 
hampered by the continued con-

straints of U.S. laws, and as Cuba’s Latin 
American allies are falling victim to eco-
nomic and political crises, European in-
vestors are striving to fill the gaps.

Particularly Spanish companies are 
eager to take advantage of the window of 
opportunity, and Cuban officials are stok-

ing the fire of desire.
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During the international tourism fair 
in Madrid in January, Cuban Tourism 
Minister Manuel Marrero told industry 
executives that “Cuba will never turn its 
back to those who in difficult moments 
held out a hand.”

“Those who stayed in our country, 
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Economy

Analysis:

Foreign investment — 
still a trickle, not a stream
 | by JOHANNES WERNER

Construction at the Mariel Special 
Development Zone (below): Just 15 
investment projects are underway,                 

as  business confidence 
is dropping.
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contributing to tourism development, despite the 
pressure of successive U.S. governments, will al-
ways be able to count on Cuba’s support before 
others, no matter their big names,” Marrero said, 
after tempting the crowd with fresh numbers on 
the current tourism boom in the island.

Marrero told official news agency Prensa Latina 
afterwards that 15 Spanish companies were nego-
tiating deals in Cuba, including 12 hotel projects 
in Havana.

Even so, actual, finalized deals are still few and 
far between, and big projects as well as investments 

at the Mariel Zone in particular remain elusive.

Only three significant projects
London & Regional committed to the so far big-

gest investment project of any European company. 
The British commercial developer received green 
light from Cuban authorities to build a $350 mil-
lion golf real estate project with 250 condo units 
near Varadero, where it intends to break ground 
this year.

Foreign investment (1)

Economy

Why the funds are not flowing: 
Our Confidence Index has some pointers

According to the first-quarter Cuba 
Standard Business Confidence 

Index, 
investment 
intentions 
peaked in the 
third quarter 
2015 and 
have trended 
downward 
since then. 
In the third 
quarter, 45.3% 

of the business people who responded 
to the survey indicated a rise in their 
intentions to invest in Cuba; in the 
fourth quarter, the figure declined to 
37.6%; and in the first quarter 2016, 
the percentage dropped further to 

28.8%.

What’s holding up 
investments?

Investors’ concerns are 
turning towards domestic 
factors in Cuba. Although 
the — recently eased — 
U.S. embargo remains on 
top of the list of worries, 
in the most recent survey 
fewer respondents cited 
it as the main obstacle to 
doing business in Cuba. U.S. sanc-
tions now share the No. 1 spot in the 
Business Confidence Index with Cuban 
government bureaucracy, as 52.4% of 
respondents chose both factors. 

State company inefficien cy is the 
obstacle that grew most 
this quarter (from 27.5% 
to 35.7%), followed by 
excessive regulation (from 
40.2% to 47.6%), legal pro-
ceedings and guarantees 
(from 26.5% to 32.1%), and 
corruption (from 12.7% to 
17.9%).

Foreign business 
people’s gripes about the 
difficulty of doing business 

with Cuban state companies that 
often follow a hard-to-understand 
logic for outsiders, about state compa-
nies’ bureaucratic impediments, about 
Cuban authorities’ rejection of invest-
ment proposals at Mariel they deem 
too modest, and continued concerns 
about rigid rules in hiring and paying 
Cuban employees provide anecdot-
al evidence about the nature of the 
problem. g

To sign up for the Cuba Standard 
Economic Trend Report: 
h t t p s : / / w w w . c u b a s t a n d a r d .
com/?page_id=7902

—Continued on page 3—
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eign business people’s gripes about the difficulty 
of doing business with Cuban state companies 
that often follow a hard-to-understand logic for 
outsiders, about state companies’ bureaucratic 
impediments, about Cuban authorities’ rejection 
of investment proposals at Mariel they deem too 
modest, and continued concerns about rigid rules 
in hiring and paying Cuban employees provide an-
ecdotal evidence about the nature of the problem.

The stars are lining up
However, foreign observers have been taking 

note recently of a new flexibility displayed at the 
highest levels of Cuban government.

In the case of Unilever, the government reversed 
its previous insistence on control that caused the 
company to pull out of Cuba in 2012, this time 
conceding majority ownership to the foreign part-
ner and granting it autonomy in decisions such as 
whether to produce for the domestic market or 
export. This, in turn, sent a “welcome” signal to 
other multinationals, suggests Richard Feinberg, 
an analyst with the Washington-based Brookings 
Institution.

“Finally, the Cubans appear to grasp that Cuba 
is a price-taker, and that it must fit into the global 
strategies of their international business partners,” 
Feinberg wrote in an analysis for Cuba Standard in 
February. “Certainly, Cuban negotiators can strike 
smart deals, but they cannot dictate the over-arch-
ing rules of the game.”

Also, Moody’s analyst Jaime Reusche noted as 
a “credit positive trend” in a May 5 report that the 
Cuban government changed its immigration regu-
lations in April when they turned into an obstacle 
for cruise giant Carnival Corp. to sending the first 
U.S. cruise ship in decades to Cuba.

“The Cuban authorities’ quick action upon 
learning of the problem to allow for the visit of 
Cuban-born passengers reflects their commitment 
to adopting policy changes that support increased 
rapprochement with the U.S. and overall economic 
activity in Cuba,” Reusche wrote.

Meanwhile, in another major area of 

Then, Brascuba, a joint venture of the Brazil-
ian subsidiary of British American Tobacco, an-
nounced it would invest $120 million in a new 
mini-cigar manufacturing plant at the Mariel Spe-
cial Development Zone.

Finally, British-Dutch multinational Unilever 
agreed to build a $35 million plant at Mariel to 
manufacture shampoo, deodorants, detergent and 
toothpaste.

Investment intentions are dropping
But a few smaller undertakings aside, that’s it, 

so far, and things are not looking up in the short 
term.

Investment intentions peaked in the third quar-
ter 2015 and have trended downward since then, 
according to the first-quarter Cuba Standard Busi-
ness Confidence Index. And that has both Cuban 
officials and observers worried.

“After eight years of transformations, the aver-
age annual growth of the Cuban economy is 2.7%, 

clearly below the self-set objective of 4.4% by the 
reformers,” says Pavel Vidal, a former Central Bank 
economist and author of the Cuba Standard Eco-
nomic Trend Report, adding that Cuba has an in-
vestment rate of only 10% of GDP, below the Latin 
American median of 20% and far from the 30-40% 
reached by the fast-growing Asian nations.

Interestingly, investors’ concerns are turning 
towards domestic factors in Cuba (see sidebar on 
previous page). Although the — recently eased 
— U.S. embargo remains on top of the list, in the 
most recent survey fewer respondents cited it as 
the main obstacle to doing business in Cuba. For-

Foreign investment (2)

The average annual GDP growth 
is clearly below the self-set 
objective of the reformers.

—Continued from page 2—
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More information in the quarterly Cuba Standard       
Economic Trend Report: 
https://www.cubastandard.com/?page_id=7902

Foreign investment (3)

concern, there is progress: Banking and funding — 
which has been hampered by U.S. sanctions and 
Cuba’s miserable track record on debt payments — 
is inching towards improvement.

The Cuban government still complains about 
the impossibility to effect dollar transactions (see 
article page 19). Burned by the recent history of 
hefty U.S. penalties, banks still take a wait-and-see 
attitude, suspicious that the Obama administra-
tion’s recent permission for third-country banks to 
effect dollar transactions with Cuba really means 
an end to billion-dollar fines. All U.S. banks still 
have systems in place that reject payments at the 
slightest suspicion they may involve a Cuban in-
terest. But this is bound to change once it becomes 
clear that indeed, banks won’t have to fear any 
more persecution by Washington.

Also, the Obama administration has signaled it 
won’t stand in the way of Cuba’s access to multilat-
eral development banks anymore. The availability 
of lower-interest loans from the Corporación An-
dina de Fomento or the Interamerican Develop-
ment Bank, for example, would instill more confi-
dence among foreign investors.

Furthermore, the European Union has sent a 
strong political signal to member governments 
and investors by finalizing a cooperation agree-
ment with Cuba. Even before the agreement has 
been ratified, EU member governments have sent 
high-profile politicians and sizeable and high-cali-
ber business delegations to Cuba.

Finally, and most importantly, Cuba’s Decem-
ber agreement with the Paris Club lenders in De-
cember to resume servicing debt it defaulted on 
in 1987 particularly benefits European trade and 
investment. Following up on the Paris Club deal, 
government after government — including Spain, 
France, Britain and Italy — have agreed on bilater-
al debt rescheduling. One of the most important 
side effects of that is the resumption or increase in 
trade and investment project credit.

Even though investments from Europe are still 
only a trickle, expect them to grow to a creek in the 
mid-term. g

Q&A
Last year, we were told by Cuban officials that 
400 projects have been offered by foreign com-
panies at Mariel. But only 15 have been accept-
ed and are being implemented so far. How do 
you explain the difference?

DR: The first thing that should be understood 
is that those 400 or more are not actual projects 
submitted for approval by Cuban authorities. Most 
of them have simply been tentative approaches, 
without specifics or requirements, not even at the 
level of a letter of intent. Serious investment 

Foreign investment: 
Rigorous Cuban standards

Déborah Rivas Saavedra, general 
director of investments at the 

Ministry of Foreign Trade and 
Investment, sat down with 
Cuba Standard columnist 

Domingo Amuchastegui in 
Havana to talk about the Mariel 

Special Development Zone, the 
application process for foreign 

investors, hiring, and more. 4
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What about the controversy over the continued 
obligation for investors to turn to state employ-
ment agencies for hiring of local workers, who 
are getting paid in non-convertible pesos? 

DR: Our experience shows beyond any doubt 
that the role of these agencies is a very positive one. 
Foreign companies need scores of professionals, 
technicians and qualified workers, and by resort-
ing to such agencies they ensure that they are con-
tracting the best personnel possible, with credible 
credentials and experience.

And they don’t have to worry about medical 
services, accidents, labor conflicts, holidays, re-
tirement funds and other benefits; the Cuban au-
thorities deal with those appropriately. Foreign 
companies feel more comfortable, avoiding a lot of 
paperwork, and becoming more expeditious.

As to wages in dollars or CUC (convertible pe-
sos), this is something ruled out by Cuba’s Labor 
Code, and (payment in CUP) is enforced every-
where, including the ZEDM. Once the currency 
unification process is implemented, the CUP will 
reinforce its role; the wage scales may change, but 
the (sole remaining) currency will be the CUP.

Two hundred and fifty foreign firms have been 
operating on such terms for many years now, and 
we have not had a single complaint from them re-
garding the employment arrangements and the 
role of the employment agencies.

There are two different sets of incentives, one 
for the ZEDM and another one for investments 
in the rest of the country…

DR: There are differences because we are deal-
ing with two different operations. But the new 
investment law (Law 113) 
prescribes a whole set 
of incentives as never 
before, such as tax ex-
emptions, various oth-
er exemptions, unlim-
ited transfer of profits, 
and others. The 
climate of in-
centives is 
among the 

b e s t , 

projects are not an overnight deal. With compa-
nies whose visibility and credentials are well es-
tablished, the process unfolds smoothly, as in the 
case of Unilever, Odebrecht, or the Belgian com-
panies established at the ZEDM. But other proj-
ects require very serious inquiries such as all the 
technicalities and design, capital funding, banking 
support, and other credentials. The ZEDM is not a 
free trade zone or an in-bond area; it’s a productive 
zone with rigorous Cuban and international stan-
dards to be met. Cuba is not interested in just any 
kind of investment, but in those that can play a key 
role in Cuba’s development. And in meeting such 
standards, Cuba generates trust and confidence 
among its potential partners.

Fifteen projects are already being implemented 
at Mariel, and by the end of the year new ones will 
be in place. Some are joint ventures between for-
eign companies and Cuban entities, such as in the 
case of Brascuba S.A. Some major Cuban export 
companies — so far only two — are also starting 
to operate from the ZEDM.

Potential investors often complain about de-
lays in applications, regardless of the new in-
vestment law’s requirement for authorities to 
come up with an answer within 60 days.

DR: Indeed, the law defines a time frame of 60 
days, but only after finalizing the whole negotia-
tion process in which the potential investor needs 
to meet all demands and standards that will make 
their project ready for approval or not. Of course, 
bureaucracy and obsolete mentality also create ob-
stacles and delays. But the two stages need to be 
clearly separated: the negotiation process, which 
may take any amount of time, and the 60-day peri-
od for final approval.

Deborah Rivas (1)Q&A

Mariel is a productive zone with 
rigorous Cuban and international 

standards to be met.
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Deborah Rivas (2)Q&A
according to international standards.

In the many trade delegations visiting Cu-
ba recently, we see mostly small and 
medium enterprises. Should Cuba 
concentrate on SME’s instead of 
looking for big companies?

DR: Indeed, there is a before and 
an after the new investment law of 2013.  Cuba’s 
investment law is aimed not just at big companies 
and projects, but also at all kinds of SME’s. Besides, 
many of the medium-size companies we are nego-
tiating with in Western Europe and other places 
are, in reality, companies operating with capital of 
$100 million and more, as is the case with, for ex-
ample, some German companies.

Two big projects that are unfolding right now 

are the golf resorts at Bellomonte, by Chi-
nese companies, and Carbonera, by a Brit-
ish company. Right now, at Bellomonte they 

are finalizing the design of the complex. 
At Carbonera, after having completed 
all preliminary studies, they are now 
leveling the terrain and starting the 
initial phase of construction of a proj-

ect very similar in size and scope as that of Bello-
monte.

What about obstacles to Cuba’s unfolding 
quest to attract foreign investments? 

DR: The U.S. blockade against Cuba remains 
the fundamental obstacle to attracting foreign 
capital, and it has not changed substantially. g
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PHOTO ALBUM 
FITCuba 2016: 
New players
During a year marked by booming demand, the 

36th edition of the International Tourism Fair in 
Havana, May 3-7, was highlighted by a board meeting of 
Starwood Hotels directors, a presentation by a Carnival 
Corp. executive — two days after the arrival of the first 
U.S. cruise ship in decades — a Chanel fashion show on 
the Paseo del Prado, and the addition of hundreds of 
private b&bs to the portfolio of state tour operator Viajes 
Cubanacán. The fair beat all participation records with 
more than 5,000 delegates and 70 fair exhibitors.

May 3: Tourism Minister Manuel 
Marrero announces 127 new tourism 
investment projects. 
(SCREEN SHOT FITCUBA VIDEO)

May 4: Giora Israel, Carnival Corp. 
director of ports, explains cruise 
companies’ infrastructure needs and 
construction. 
(SCREEN SHOT FITCUBA VIDEO)

The FITCuba fair featured a record 
number of 70 exhibitors.

May 3: Opening 
of the annual 
tourism fair at 
the Morro-La 
Cabaña castle 
guarding the 
entrance of 
Havana Bay. This 
year’s edition 
was dedicated to 
cultural tourism. 

(SCREEN SHOT 

FITCUBA VIDEO(

May 2: Passengers 
aboard the Adonia, 
arriving in Havana.

May 3: Chanel 
creative director 

Karl Lagerfeld 
was in Havana for 

Chanel’s Cruise 
2017 fashion show, 

which turned the 
Prado promenade 

into a catwalk.

May 2: A day 
before the 
opening of the 
fair, Carnival 
Corp.’s MV 
Adonia is 
welcomed 
by hundreds 
of cheering 
onlookers in 
Havana, marking 
the first presence 
of a U.S. cruise 
ship in Cuba in 
decades.

(ISMAEL FRANCISCO/

CUBADEBATE)
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Shipping giant adds Mariel 
to Europe-Central America route  

Aruba

 | by JOHANNES WERNER

B
oosting the role of Mariel as a container hub 
for the region, Maersk Line started service 
from Northern Europe to Panama via Cuba.

The first 2,500-ton container vessel of the Dan-
ish shipping giant ar-
rived April 22 at the 
Port of Mariel.

Maersk expanded 
its CRX Southbound 
route, launched in 2011, 
to now offer service 
from Cork (Ireland), 
Tilbury (United King-
dom), Rotterdam and 
Bremerhaven, with a 
24-hour stop at Mariel, 
on to Big Creek (Belize) 
and Manzanillo (Pan-
ama). Maersk vessels 
leave on Fridays at Cork 
for a 28-day run, arrive 
on Fridays at Mariel, 
leave Mariel on Satur-

days, and arrive in Panama on Fridays.
The European and Panama connection for 

Mariel comes in addition to a weekly feeder service 
by Maersk that already connects Mariel to 

Transportation

Mariel is now a destination 
for at least five shipping 
companies offering 
scheduled service, including 
Cuban state company 
Melfi Marine, Maersk, 
France’s CMA CGM, U.S.-
based Crowley Marine, and 
Netherlands-based Nirint 
Shipping.

Maps by Armando Portela

4

Maersk made Mariel a stopover on its southbound Europe-
Panama route
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Shipping giant (1)

Santiago de Cuba, Cristobal (Panama) and Manza-
nillo (Panama).

Container traffic in Cuba has grown 10-15% per 
year recently in Cuba, as the new hub was built at 
Mariel, replacing the Port of Havana, and as more 
shipping lines are competing for customers in Cu-
ba.

French competitor CMA CGM, which has con-
nected to Cuba since 2000, so far only offers Kings-
ton-Mariel-Santiago-Kingston feeder service, with 
its main Caribbean hub in Kingston, Jamaica. The 
company hasn’t said whether it will offer direct 
Panama and Europe connections for Mariel, but 
last year it formed a joint venture to establish a 
logistics hub at the Port of Mariel. CMA CGM’s 
17-hectare logistics platform in the Mariel Special 
Development Zone will include 12,000 square me-
ters of warehouses and 5,000 cubic meters of reefer 
warehouses.

Also, Dutch shipping company Nirint offers a 
14-day fixed-line route connecting Mariel and the 
nickel port of Moa in eastern Cuba with Halifax, 
Canada, Europe and other Caribbean ports. Nirint 
is also introducing service to and from Asia from 
Mariel.

Finally, U.S. shipper Crowley Marine offers 
three-times-a-week liner service from Port Ev-
erglades in South Florida to Mariel, sailing on 
to Santo Tomas, Guatemala, and Puerto Cortés 
(Honduras), and back to Port Everglades.  Due to 
U.S. embargo rules, the ships have to run empty 

from Cuba to Guatemala.
In September, Panama-based SC Line an-

nounced bi-monthly service from Port Everglades 

Shipping hub Mariel
Scheduled freight lines to and from Puerto Mariel, as of May 2016

Melfi Marine Melfi Marine Maersk  Maersk  CMA CGM Nirint Shipping  Crowley Marine
Medcamex Line Intracaribe Line CRX Southbound Cuba Feeder Cuba Feeder Nirint Liner Service Central America  
            Northern Zone*
Mariel  Mariel  Mariel  Mariel  Mariel  Mariel  Mariel
Salerno (Ita.) Santiago  Big Creek (Bel.) Santiago  Santiago  Moa  Santo Tomás (Gua.)
Livorno (Ita.) Río Haina (D.R.) Manzanillo (Pan.) Cristóbal (Pan.) Kingston (Jam.) Halifax (Can.) Pto. Cortés (Hon.)
Genova (Ita.) Cartagena (Col.) Cork (Ire.)  Manzanillo (Pan.) Mariel  Rotterdam (Ned.) Pt. Everglades (Fla.)
Barcelona (Sp.) Cristóbal (Pan.) Tilbury (UK) Mariel    Antwerp (Bel.) Mariel
Valencia Sp.) Puerto Limón (C.R.) Bremerhaven (Ger.)     Bilbao (Sp.)
Lisbon (Port.) Santiago  Mariel      Willemstad (Cur.)
Halifax (Can.) Mariel        Oranjestad (Aru.)
Mariel          Mariel
Altamira (Mex.)
Veracruz (Mex.)
Progreso (Mex.)
Mariel

Sources: Melfi, Maersk, CMA CGM, Nirint, Crowley  *Crowley vessels have to sail empty from Cuba to Guatemala, due to U.S. sanctions

More information: 

Melfi Marine

Medcamex Line
http://www.melfimarine.cu/web/melfi/Servicios.aspx
Intracaribe
http://www.melfimarine.cu/web/melfi/Servicios.aspx
Maersk

CRX Southbound
http://www.maerskline.com/de-de/shipping-services/routen-
et/maersk-line-network/central-america/crx-southbound
CMA CGM 

Cuba Feeder
https://www.cma-cgm.com/products-services/line-services/
flyer/CUBA
Nirint Shipping

http://nirint.eu/routes/nirint-liner-service/
Crowley Marine

Central America Northern Zone
http://www.crowley.com/content/download/9421/65324/ver-
sion/5/file/Central-America-Northern-Zone2014.pdf
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Big winners of the Obama policy:
U.S. lawyers
 | by VITO ECHEVARRIA

Business of law

4

P
resident Barack Obama’s historic visit to 
Cuba in March, with CEOs Arne Sorenson 
(Marriott), Ursula Burns (Xerox), Daniel 

Schulman (PayPal), and Brian Chesky (Airbnb) 
in tow, is already having the desired effect — cor-
porate America’s interest in the island is growing. 
But the embargo is still very much in effect, despite 
Obama’s recent easing measures, and this requires 
legal input. 

“Your commercial, government affairs, and in-
ternational trade compliance teams must be work-
ing together, partnering in meetings with potential 
customers and in building relationships with the 
(Cuban) ministries,” Kevin Cuddy, an international 
trade compliance officer with General Electric Co., 
told Corporate Counsel magazine in February.

For U.S. companies, it also means turning to 
legal experts. In recent months, U.S. lawyers who 
specialize in Cuba-related trade issues say they 
have their phones ringing off the hook with calls 
from companies big and small with plans to cash 
in.  

“Despite the clarifying statements that OFAC 
has recently made about what can be done through 
the general licenses in the Cuban Assets Control 
regulations, companies are still trying to figure out 
what’s possible,” said José Gabilondo, who teaches 
law at Florida International University (FIU), in an 
email to Cuba Standard. 

In terms of legal work, 
Cuba is a far cry from large 
markets such as China. 
Still, experts already see 
good business for lawyers 
and predict even more. 

“Sanctions compli-
ance and investment 
licensing (on the Cu-
ban side) produce a 
trickle of legal work, 
but the potential mar-
ket there for practic-Freyre: ‘Now they are worried 

about being left behind’

Hiring non-lawyers: Cuba expert 
Landau French was recruited by Akin Gump

ing foreign trade and in-
vestment law is orders of 
magnitude larger,” says 
Gabilondo. “That’s where 
the latent growth is.”

The players
There are attorneys 

Pedro Freyre and Au-
gusto Maxwell of the 
Akerman law firm 
in Miami, who have 
not only been advis-
ing their corporate 
clients on the ‘dos 
and don’ts’ of deal-
ing with Cuba, but 
taking them on fact-finding trips to Havana.

Freyre, chairman of the international practice 
group and a partner at Akerman, said that com-
panies once reluctant to deal with Cuba are now 
having a change of heart.  

“Before, they worried about doing something 
that was not allowed,” he said. “Now, they are wor-
ried about being left behind.”  

Among his clients are Airbnb and Pearl Seas 
Cruises, which plans to sail from Ft. Lauderdale to 
Cuba this Fall.

Akerman, after having risen seemingly out of 
nowhere in the Cuba business within just a cou-
ple of years, raised its international profile late last 
year, becoming the first U.S. law firm ranked by 
the UK-based Chambers & Partners guide for its 
Cuba expertise (see sidebar next page).

But competitors in Florida such as Holland & 
Knight, Greenberg Traurig, Broad & Cassel, or Fo-
ley & Lardner, are not far behind. 

Responding to demand, more corporate law 
firms are setting up Cuba practices, such as Green-
berg Traurig in Miami, which now has a “Cuba 
Working Group”. Akin Gump in Washington went 
as far as hiring a non-lawyer with strong 
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This year’s Chambers and Partners Latin America 
guide includes the first U.S. firm in its Cuba ranking.
London-based Chambers has published guides since 

1990 that rank the best law firms and lawyers in 185 
countries. The Chambers guides are a leading referral 
source for companies seeking legal experts.

In the Cuba chapter of the most recent Latin America 
guide, Chambers cites rising interest in pharmaceuticals, 
telecommunications and banking in Cuba, with potential 
for real estate and infrastructure.

“The majority of such investors turn to firms based 
abroad offering expertise on establishing operations on 
the ground,” the chapter on Cuba says.

The Chambers guide describes the Madrid office 
of international law firm Bird & Bird, led by “widely 
recognized expert” Hermenegildo Altozano, as 
“dominating”. It then lists other Madrid-based law firms 
— Uría Menéndez, Lupicinio Internacional, and solo 
practitioner Julián Mateos Cuesta — as “prominent.”

For the first time, Chambers included a United States-
based firm, Akerman LLP, in its Cuba ranking. The Miami-

based firm, benefitting 
from a surge in activity 
since the normalization 
announcement in 
December, is representing 
companies such as online 
accommodation booking 
engine AirBnb on issues 
related to Cuba. “Practice 
head Augusto Maxwell [is] 
being recognized for his 
expertise in the field with 
a place in the rankings this 
year,” the Chambers guide 

says.
Although some expect Cuban restrictions to ease, 

the country’s regulations don’t allow foreign law firms to 
open practice offices in the island. Neither is the practice 
of law included in the list of permitted private activities.

The guide lists Cuban state law firms Bufete de 
Servicios Especializados, Bufete Internacional, and 
Consultoría Internacional as covering corporate and 
commercial law. It also includes international practice 
boutique firm Lex SA Servicios Jurídicos, as well as 
specialized firms Balsanyda y Asociados, and Consultores 
Marítimos SA. g

U.S. lawyers (1)

Law

What the 2016 Chambers 
guide says about Cuba

4

Gabilondo: ‘A history still 
counts for something’

Cuba credentials — Anya Lan-
dau French — to firm up its 
specialty in that area. 

To shore up their exper-
tise and services, U.S. law 
firms also recruit Cuban 
legal talent and seek con-
nections to law firms in Cu-
ba. 

“There is a growing 
pool of attorneys li-
censed in the U.S. who 
also practiced law in Cu-
ba,” says FIU professor 
Gabilondo. “That said, companies operating in a 
foreign market almost always need local counsel. 
Cuba will be no different. Even the U.S. firms an-
gling for this market need to retain representation 
from the Bufete de Servicios Especializados, which 
coordinates legal advising in connection with for-
eign investment.” 

Finally, some U.S. firms are riding the express 
lane to expertise by teaming up with European 
firms with many years of Cuba experience. Miami 
law firm Carey Rodriguez Milian Gonya formed a 
strategic alliance with Spanish law firm Díaz-Bas-
tien Abogados in April, following New York-based 
McDermott Will & Emery, which partnered with 
Madrid-based Olleros Abogados last year. 

Good relationships in Cuba
But gaining a foothold in Cuba takes time, sug-

gests FIU’s Gabilondo.  
“Different firms have different motives for what 

they’re doing with Cuba,” he said.  “Pedro Freyre 
at Akerman has long been interested in Cuban 
reconciliation, long before it became fashionable 
and potentially profitable to be so. The ‘John-
ny-Come-Latelies’ have more commercial motives. 
(But) business is still very relational in Cuba, so that 
a history of dealing with the same counter-parties 
still counts for something. U.S. firms will have to 
work to build these relationships. It will probably 
be harder for firms that in one way or another sup-
ported sanctions against Cuba, as well it should 
be.”
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U.S. lawyers (2)

The issues
Advice ranges from obtaining specific licenses 

from the Treasury Department (OFAC) for com-
mercial activities, to interpreting revised OFAC 
regulations such as setting up a physical presence, 
as well as fact-finding trips.  

“Inquiries have run the gamut: Tour operators, 
technology companies seeking to take advantage 
of Cuba’s highly educated and low-cost labor mar-
ket, sports promoters, and a restaurant chain,” said 
Matthew Feeley, shareholder of the Miami law 
firm Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC.  

He notes that lawyers who are working on Cu-
ba-related trade issues are generating more billable 
hours for their firms. One example is corporate 
firm Jones Day in New York, which is currently as-

Cuban talent recruited by 
Brown Rudnick: 

Aynel Álvarez-Guerra 

sisting Major League Baseball 
(MLB) over OFAC-related 
issues. The firm is position-
ing itself for the day when 
MLB may work out a deal 
with Cuba that could re-
sult in more Cuban base-
ball players being drafted 
into its teams legally. Tom 
Schieffer, an ex-senior 
counsel of Washington 
law firm Akin Gump is 
also reportedly assist-
ing MLB on Cuba-related 
matters.

Beyond Miami and Washington
The buzz over U.S. business prospects with Cu-

ba has also created a growing niche for Cuba-cen-
tric lawyers based in other U.S. cities. Brown 
Rudnick partner Adolfo García in Boston, a Cu-
ban American, has recruited young Cuban talent 
Aynel Álvarez-Guerra, for instance, to expand the 
firm’s business. 

Luis Alcalde, a Cuban American attorney with 
Kegler Brown Hill + Ritter LPA in Columbus, Oh., 
says his law firm has brought Cuban diplomats 
to Ohio in preparation of a trade mission led by a 
local Congressman. Alcalde has been working to 
end the embargo for nearly 20 years, and has ad-
vised various clients, including U.S. charter com-
panies and Brazilian investors interested in setting 
up manufacturing facilities in the Mariel Special 
Development Zone. Because Alcalde is based in 
Ohio, he is well-positioned to offer Cuba-related 
advice to companies located in his state and near-
by Illinois, Michigan or Indiana, he says.

“Just today, I received a call from a multination-
al that wants to meet to ‘discuss their Cuba strate-
gy’”, he said. “The interest and demand is certainly 
growing.” g

Law

Conferences tap into Cuba 
interest of U.S. lawyers

P rofessional conference organizers are appealing to the 
rising interest for Cuba among U.S. lawyers. 
New York-based Momentum Events, which has 

also organized the Wharton School of Business “Cuba 
Summits”, has produced a legal summit for attorneys 
who are already active with Cuba-related legal issues, as 
well as those who would like to expand into the area. The 
event has featured speakers like Akerman’s Pedro Freyre 
and Buchanan Ingersoll’s Matthew Feeley, Akin Gump’s Ed 
Rubinoff, Fox Rothschild’s Raúl Valdés-Fauli, or Gregory 
Biniowsky of the Canadian corporate firm Gowlings, and 
attorney Tim Ashby. 

The success of this event has generated demand for 
similar ones. In December, American Lawyer Media — the 
publisher of The American Lawyer and Corporate Counsel 
— held their own event in New York for U.S. attorneys 
interested in Cuba.

—Vito Echevarría
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U.S. visitor numbers 
nearly double in Q1
The number of visitors from the 
United States rose close to 95% 
during the first quarter, accord-
ing to Cuban economist José Luis 
Perelló.

The January-March numbers 
have not been published yet. Cu-
ba’s National Statistics Office does 
not publish U.S. visitor numbers, 
but breaking down region by re-
gion allows an approximation of 
the figure. 

According to Perelló, the Unit-
ed States outpaced other source 
markets during a boom quarter, 
despite Washington’s continued 
prohibition of tourism. From Jan-
uary through March 2016, 1.3 mil-
lion visitors from abroad arrived 
in Cuba, making for a 15% rise. 

Argentine airline cancels 
Cuba route, Copa adds one  
Casting a shadow of politics on 
business, news site InfoBae report-
ed that Argentina’s flag carrier, six 
months after a conservative was 
elected president of the South 
American country, will cancel its 
Cuba routes.

In January 2015, during the Cu-
ba-friendly presidency of Cristina 
Fernández de Kirchner, Aerolineas 
Argentinas established two week-
ly Buenos Aires-Havana flights. 
But now the airline suspended the 
route, effective August.

An Aerolineas Argentinas of-
ficial told InfoBae that the airline 
had to cancel the route because 
Cuba stopped being an afford-
able market for Argentinean tour-
ists as U.S. demand is rising.

However, demand for the 

flights has been high. Visitor num-
bers from Argentina rose from 
69,000 in 2014 to 85,000 in 2015, 
according to official statistics, 
making Argentina the 10th-largest 
source market for Cuban tourism. 
In January, the latest data avail-
able, Argentinean visitor numbers 
were up 55%.

The airline initially planned to 
maintain the Cuba flights only 
during the winter season, but it 
extended them throughout the 
year as they were booked at a rate 
above 90%, according to official 
website Cubadebate. 

Meanwhile, Panama-based 
carrier Copa announced it will add 
a nonstop Santiago de Chile-Hol-
guín route, beginning June 24. 
Visitor numbers from Chile have 
risen recently to reach nearly 
50,000 in 2015.

Briefs Briefs Briefs Briefs Briefs Briefs Briefs Briefs Briefs Briefs Briefs Briefs Briefs

U.S., Spanish law firms team up on Cuba

M
iami law firm Carey Rodriguez Milian 
Gonya formed a strategic alliance with 
Spanish law firm Díaz-Bastien Abogados 

to help U.S. companies launch business ventures 
in Cuba.

The two firms have worked together for two de-
cades, the Miami firm said in a press release.

Madrid-based Díaz-Bastien (DBA) has been 
representing the interests of European corporate 
clients in Cuba for more than 20 years.

“The idiosyncrasies of the Cuban political econ-
omy have made the island a very complicated place 
to do business,” Carey Rodriguez principal DBA 
partner Luis Juega is quoted in the press release. 
“Foreign investment will have a huge role to play 
in the future development of the country, especial-

Hector Díaz-
Bastien

ly as the privatization of state-owned 
companies gets underway.”

This is not the first time a U.S. law 
firm teams up with an experienced 
Spanish law firm over Cuba. Last 
year, New York-based McDer-
mott Will & Emery partnered 
with Olleros Abogados.

A handful Spanish law firms have a long history 
of interaction with Cuba. This year’s listing of top 
Cuba lawyers by Chambers and Partners mentions 
the Madrid office of Bird & Bird with Hermenegil-
do Altozano, as well as Spanish law firms and solo 
practitioners Uría Menéndez, Lupicinio Interna-
cional, and Julián Mateos Cuesta. g

Business of law
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completely renewed constitution — remain to be 
dealt with over the next five years.

It’s not that there were no achievements. There 
were some, indeed, but mostly in the external sector 
— the new foreign investment law, the Mariel 
Special Zone, the Paris Club settlement of Cuba’s 
old debt, dialogue and cooperation with the EU, and 
the beginning of the normalization process with 
the United States. These were issues that demanded 
absolute priority, while slowly some domestic 
measures were adopted, expanding and reinforcing 
the cooperative as well as the self-employed and 
other “non-state” sectors.

So now the old leadership — after cutting down 
the number of guidelines and redefining many 
others — is met with the challenge of tackling 
another huge agenda in the same number of years, 
but with an even more intense dynamic. This 
is a monumental task that they refused to place 
entirely in the hands of the younger generations, as 
suggested at the 6th Congress. Thus far, only five 
new members have been added to the Politburo, 
leaving out some of the most prestigious and 

7th Party Congress 
and reforms

An unfinished project

T
he 7th Congress of Cuba’s Communist Party in April was, in many 
ways, a most unusual event. First, it was supposed to be the farewell 
event for most of the old leadership, as announced during the 6th 

Congress in 2011. But this was not the case: the latter remained very much 
in control of key positions for another five-year term … if mother nature 
allows them to.

The reason for this seems to be the many delays 
and non-completion of the “updating of Cuba’s 
socialist model.” The notion of sin prisa, pero sin 
pausa (without haste, but without pause) produced 
a slow-motion process. That, combined with the 
lack of an encompassing approach to the many 
urgently needed changes, turned out to be a less-
than-perfect way of redesigning and recovering 
the Cuban experience. It’s not just a question of 
speed but of implementing simultaneously various 
measures; moving ahead in one direction while 
leaving in place old problems creates distortions. 

As a result, in five long years a mere 21% of the 
reform Guidelines adopted at the 6th Congress had 
been effectively implemented, with no accountability 
for such a low level of achievement.

Many of the reforms that were supposed to 
have been implemented — currency unification, 
decentralization of power from the central state to 
the provinces, separating executive from legislative 
powers, opening more opportunities and incentives 
for foreign investment  expanding the “non-state” 
and cooperative sectors, a new electoral law, a 

Former Cuban intelligence officer 
Domingo Amuchastegui has lived 

in Miami since 1994. He writes 
regularly on Cuba’s internal politics, 

economic reform, and South Florida’s 
Cuban community
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popular provincial Party leaders — such as Lázaro 
Expósito Canto (Santiago de Cuba), Jorge Luis Tapia 
Fonseca (Camagüey), or José Ramón Monteagudo 
Ruíz (Sancti Spíritus) — who had been expected to 
be promoted to the highest leadership.

Delayed discussions
Even before dealing with this new agenda and 

guidelines, the leadership will have to rectify one 
big blunder. Unlike other Party congresses and 
major national events — such as the drafting of the 
1976 Constitution or the 2007 reform discussions 
— where crucial documents and policy decisions 
were preceded by debates across the 
nation, the key documents for this 
congress were discussed at closed-
door meetings with several thousand 
participants, including many experts, 
but not by a nationwide audience. 
This caused considerable discontent 
and criticism, and this is the reason 
why Raúl Castro had to ask the 
Congress to abstain from voting 
on the two most important policy 
papers (Theoretical Model of Cuba’s 
Socialism and the 2030 National 
Development Plan) until a nationwide 
discussion of both documents takes 
place in the remainder of this year. 
After that, the input of the millions of 
participants will have to be reflected 
in the final version to be voted on by 
the new Central Committee, elected last April. This 
is an unprecedented development in an unfinished 
congress, to say the least.

Many moving targets
The two policy papers — a road map for the 

coming years — were not free of “accidents”. The 
theoretical model (Conceptualización del Modelo) 
went through eight different stages, which suggests 
differences and controversy. The 2030 National 
Development Plan (Plan Nacional de Desarrollo 
Económico y Social hasta el 2030) remains a rough 
outline. Due to what — lack of time? Technicalities? 
Differences of opinions? Uncertainties about the 
future? The fact remains that a final document was 

not ready for discussion. 
The 15-year plan needs solid foundations, which, 

at this point in time, seem pretty shaky and unstable. 
Where will the money come from, if the 2030 
development perspective demands annual 5-7% 
GDP growth, which would require $2.5 billion-$3.5 
billion in foreign investment per year, as estimated 
conservatively by Cuban economists and top 
officials? Can Cuba plan with Venezuela and Brazil, 
or will it have to go without those partners? What 
can be expected, or not, from the United States and 
the European Union? Will China finally commit to 
significant investments in Cuba?  

In addition, the official reluctance 
to allow for a greater expansion of 
the “non-state” sector places more 
restrictions on domestic capital 
formation, moving the growth goals 
of the 2030 Plan even more out of 
reach. 

With so many unanswered 
questions and challenges it is quite 
understandable that the 2030 Plan 
is not ready. Under such constraints 
and uncertainties, not even a Joseph 
Stiglitz or Paul Krugman — let alone 
Cuban reform leader Marino Murillo 
— would be in a position to outline 
such a plan.

Slowdown
What’s more, the 7th Congress 

slowed down the complex domestic reform agenda 
even more by freezing the transfer of non-agricultural 
activities from state companies to the private sector, 
and — reacting to anxiety about rising food prices 
—  by putting an end to wholesale food distribution 
by private entrepreneurs and cooperatives, labeling 
them repeatedly as “speculators.” This comes on top 
of state interference, regulations, and “short-leash” 
mechanisms affecting every form of cooperative, 
preventing them from achieving the autonomy 
and creativity needed to perform. Productivity and 
supply and demand are the key elements to make 
agriculture prosper and keep prices affordable, not 
bureaucratic regulations or shut-downs. 

With so many 
unanswered 
questions, 
it is quite 

understandable 
that the 2030 

Plan is not 
ready. 

Unfinished project (1)
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A blurry ‘non-state’ sector
At the same time, the Party proclaims that 

state property over the fundamental means of 
production will continue to be the main pillar of the 
economy. However, uncertainty persists: What are 
the fundamental means of production that should 
be in the hands of the state?  Agricultural and urban 
land, mining, heavy industry, power generation, 
banking, telecom/IT, biotech/pharmaceuticals, 
medical services, education, foreign trade, railways, 
merchant navy, airways, public transportation, up 
to two-thirds of the tourism industry, rum, tobacco, 
fisheries? 

Sector-by-sector definitions could be one way 

Unfinished project (2)

to go about it, leaving a large area of economic 
activities for small and medium private enterprise 
or co-ops, including part of tourism, light industry, 
areas of ground transportation, wholesale and 
retail trade, and many services. Not to mention 
areas for foreign capital, which — as projected 
— will play a most significant role. If these are to 
be the dominant characteristics of the Cuban 
economy, then, regardless of the “official” means-of-
production proclamation, its redesign is moving in 
the direction of a socialist market economy, a multi-
structural economy, a mixed economy, or whatever 
terminology with unmistakably Cuban flavor may 
be considered politically correct.

• Membership: 670,000 
(decreasing, as acknowledged by 
President Raúl Castro in his report), 
distributed among 54,500 local Party 
organizations.

• Central Committee: 
142 members, including 55 new 
members, more than two-thirds born 
after 1959, average age 54.5 years, 
98% are university graduates, 44.37% 
are women and 35.92% are blacks 
and mestizos.

• Secretariat: Remains the 
same

• Politburo: 17 members, 
including five new ones: Miriam 
Nicado García, Teresa Amarelle Boué, 
Marta Ayala Avila, Ulises Guilarte de 
Nacimiento, and Roberto Morales 
Ojeda.

• The five bring not just 
local Party experience or female 
representation to the Politburo, 
but three of them are key players 
in the most dynamic areas of the 
Cuban economy: Biotech and 
pharmaceutical, medical services, and 
information technology.

• Short biographies of new 
members of the Politburo:

Miriam Nicado García: PhD 
mathematics in the former Soviet 
Union, rector of Cuba’s UCI (IT 

university) since 2012. Before that 
professor and vice rector at Las Villas 
University. 

Teresa Amarelle Boué: Teacher 
by profession, currently secretary 
general of the Women’s Federation, 
previously Party secretary general in 
the province of Las Tunas. 

Marta Ayala Avila: PhD in 
biological sciences with an extensive 
research curriculum on cancer 
vaccines, deputy director at the 
Centro de Ingeniería Genética y 
Biotecnología (CIGB) and provincial 
Party leader in Havana.

Ulises Guilarte de Nacimiento: 
currently secretary general of 
Cuba’s Workers’ Federation, with 
extensive experience as a Party 
cadre in Cienfuegos and the 
former Havana province; in the new 
province of Artemisa, he led much 
of the successful decentralization 
experiment.

Roberto Morales Ojeda: a 
physician by profession, he has 
been Minister of Public Health for 
almost a decade; extensive municipal 
experience as Party first secretary in 
Cienfuegos.

• No dynastic scheme: For 
Miami experts speculating on some 
sort of dynastic succession involving 
members of the Castro family, 
the outcome of the Congress was 
disappointing. Alejandro Castro 
Espín remains a colonel and security 
advisor to President Raúl Castro, his 
father. In the future, he will, obviously, 
be promoted to general and, 
eventually, to the Central Committee, 
depending on his own merits. Nor 
was his daughter Mariela Castro 
promoted to any Party post. 

• Armed Forces (FAR): The 
most important change was the 
replacement of General Lobaina 
(apparently due to retirement) as 
chief of the Western Army, by Division 
General Onelio Mariano Aguilera 
Bermúdez, former chief of the Eastern 
Army. Aguilera, the youngest division 
general, now is a likely participant in 
any significant rearrangement at the 
very top of the FAR, a key economic 
actor. g

—Domingo Amuchastegui
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Unfinished project (3)

The Cuban leadership have reasserted the socialist 
nature of the system, that no capitalist restoration 
will take place, that no shock-therapy policies will 
be enforced, and no segment of society will suffer 
from any form of destitution. But Cuban society 
today is not, and will not be, what it used to be in the 
1970s or 1980s, where almost everybody was a state 
employee and could survive on wages and subsidies. 
Economic diversity creates a society made up of a 
wide range of segments that in one way or another 
will have their own perceptions, perspectives, and 
demands concerning their specific interests. Sooner 
or later the different segments will seek to have their 
own voice, will interact differently with the state and 
its institutions, at a municipal or provincial level, 
or at the level of the National Assembly. The Party 
may continue to be the leading force throughout 
society but in an entirely different context. If it 
has the talent, the skills, the moral authority, and 
prestige, the Communist Party of Cuba will have 
the opportunity to create a sense of continuity, a 
new consensus within a vibrant diversity.

The biggest challenge
The Party’s most serious challenge, its worst 

enemy, is within themselves — corruption. At 
the beginning of his report to the 7th Congress, 
President Raúl Castro acknowledged one crucial 
fact: The number of Party members has decreased 
and continues to decrease. It requires political 
courage to publicly admit such a fact. The Party 
is not growing, it’s not expanding its appeal, and 
within the Communist Youth ranks, the picture 

looks even worse. The Number One reason is the 
impact of widespread corruption and subsequent 
loss of credibility. Many officials have ceased to be 
an example; their lifestyle, and corrupt children 
and grandchildren of many Party and government 
officials have helped erode the very foundations of 
the moral standards of the revolution, especially 
among the very young.

***
Panic fabrication … Out of the blue, in ear-
ly May the website of the U.S. Embassy in Havana 
started warning Cuban Americans visiting Cuba 
that they could be drafted to serve in the military, 
and that this could even include their U.S.-born 
children, The alert was quietly removed from the 
website after Miami media picked it up. Coming 
up with such an angle takes a lot of imagination. 
Cubans in the island and most Cuban Americans 
are just laughing at this warning.

Another panic fabrication has to do with upset 
stomachs. Headlines in El Nuevo Herald suggested 
an outbreak of epidemic proportions when 14 pas-
sengers on the MV Adonia who recently cruised 
around Cuba came back to Miami with an upset 
stomach. Fourteen out of more than 700 passen-
gers? Traveling abroad, especially “south of the 
border”, entails potential stomach disorders when 
drinking water and/or eating certain fruits and 
vegetables. Are they not familiar with the “Mocte-
zuma curse”?

The panic makers at El Nuevo and other me-
dia in Miami continue to hammer on the notion 
that tourist services in Cuba are no good. There 
is always ground for criticism for shortcomings in 
an industry that is only beginning to meet its big-
gest challenges, but Trip Advisor and all the major 
foreign companies involved in the Cuban tourist 
industry tend to have a very different perspective 
on the matter. Besides, you always have the option 
of the private sector (almost 20 000 B&Bs already) 
with its one-on-one service. 

Local media in Miami seem to suggest that 
hundreds of thousands of Canadians, Germans or 
U.S. citizens visiting Cuba have lost their minds. 
Why can’t they see how bad services are in 

Regardless of official 
proclamations, 

the redesign of the 
economy is moving 
in the direction of a 

mixed economy.
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Unfinished project (4)

Cuba’s tourist industry? But almost 50% of foreign 
visitors are repeating Cuba as their choice of holi-
day destination, following the likes of The Rolling 
Stones, the Kardashians, the Fast and the Furious 
crew, and the Chanel team who just ran a fashion 
show along El Prado. “J’adore l’idée de Cuba,” Le 
Figaro quoted Karl Lagerfeld, speaking on behalf of 
Chanel. Who’s closer to reality?

Moreover, Miami panic fabricators have come 
up with so-called polls recently showing that most 
Cuban-Americans will abstain from traveling to 
Cuba as long as the Cuban government remains 
in place. Are they trying to minimize the fact that 
almost 400,000 Cuban Americans traveled to the 
island last year? But the flow continues to increase, 
and that’s not just post-Mariel generations. In 
April, I was at a meeting in Havana that included 
a very diverse group of Cuban Americans. One of 
them was a W. Bush administration official, former 
Secretary of Commerce Carlos Gutiérrez.

It seems panic fabrication is not working.

***
FITCuba: Changing shape The Interna-
tional Tourism Fair (FITCuba 2016) displayed an 
extraordinary level of foreign participation with 
more than 5,000 delegates from 59 countries, in-
cluding 17 ministers of tourism from Latin Amer-
ica.

Cuba’s minister of tourism, Manuel Marrero, 
indicated that all them “want to do business with 
Cuba”, and to accommodate such offers, Cuba 
needs to “rethink how they should organize future 
fairs.” The organizers decided not to make any an-
nouncement about FITCuba 2017, the next edition 
of the fair. 

Marrero announced at the fair that the port-
folio of opportunities grew by 127 new projects, 
including construction of 25 new hotels, 97 hotel 
management contracts — with or without foreign 
funding — plus administration contracts for five 
marinas.  g
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C
uban financial in-
stitutions are still 
unable to make any 

transactions in U.S. dol-
lars, Cubadebate report-
ed May 5.

“We have been un-
able to effect any bank 
operation,” an article 
on the official news website quoted an unnamed 
high-ranking official at the Cuban Foreign Minis-
try, a little less than two months after the Obama 
administration effectively de-penalized the use of 
dollars with Cuban entities.

In March, the Office of Foreign Assets Control 
(OFAC) and Bureau of Industrial Security (BIS) 
published amendments to U.S. sanctions regula-
tions that allow the use of dollars with Cuba for 
third-country banks. Two days later, Foreign Min-
ister Bruno Rodríguez announced that the Cuban 
government would drop its 10% exchange surtax 
for U.S. dollars, but only once actual transactions 
can be made.

Cuba will try to make dollar transactions with 
third-country and U.S. banks, Rodríguez said 
March 17, “to verify whether, in effect, these trans-
actions can be done, and whether foreign and U.S. 
banks have indications that they can make these 
operations with Cuba, without fear of unjust and 
intimidating penalizations.”

Havana: Dollar transactions still 
impossible, exchange surtax continues
 | by JOHANNES WERNER

Finance

But foreign banks, still 
intimidated by the bil-
lion-dollar fines Wash-
ington has imposed on 
European banks recent-
ly, are reluctant to wade 
into this previously pro-
hibited terrain.

“Personally, even 
though the (U.S.) announcements are very en-
couraging, I would be wary of jumping into dollar 
transactions right away,” a foreign businessman fa-
miliar with banking in Cuba told Cuba Standard 
in April, on condition of anonymity. “After all, the 
embargo has not been lifted, and the restrictions 
in the Cuban sanctions regulations still general-
ly prohibit U.S. individuals and companies from 
dealing with Cuba and Cuban nationals.”

In addition to the Foreign Ministry official’s 
declaration, the National Associations of Small 
Farmers (ANAP), a mass organization affiliated 
with the Communist Party that represents private 
farmers and cooperatives, issued a statement that 
says private farmers in Cuba are unable to export 
coffee to the United States as long as dollar trans-
actions are impossible. On April 22, the U.S. De-
partment of State included coffee in a list of Cuban 
products that can be imported, but only if they are 
produced by non-state entities.

“Nobody can seriously believe that a small agri-
cultural producer can export directly to the Unit-
ed States,” the ANAP statement said. “For this to 
be possible, (state-owned) foreign trade companies 
have to participate and dollar transactions will 
have to be made, which until now have not been 
possible.”

One of the March amendments by OFAC al-
lows U.S. banks to process “U-turn payments” 
in U.S. dollars between third-country banks and 
Cuban entities. Another measure allows U.S. fi-
nancial institutions to process dollar-denominat-
ed monetary instruments such as cash or u

Dollar-use de-penalization
On March 15, OFAC published                       
two amendments to Cuban Assets Control 
Regulations (CACR), allowing U.S. banks to:

• process “U-turn” payments in US dollars between third-
country banks and Cuban entities.

• process dollar-denominated instruments such as cash or 
travelers checks, presented by Cuban entities via third-
country banks. .

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury
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travelers checks, presented by Cuban entities via 
third-country banks. This regulation enables Cu-
ban companies and institutions to change dollars 
into other currencies and allows Cuban banks to 
maintain dollar-denominated correspondent ac-
counts at third-country banks.

The Obama administration, Rodríguez suggest-
ed in March, has to be more forceful for banks to 
re-engage with Cuba.

“For this measure to be viable, there will have 
to be political declarations at the highest level of 
the U.S. government,” he said during a press con-
ference ahead of President Barack Obama’s visit to 
Havana.

Also, Cuban banks still are not allowed to open 
correspondent accounts with U.S. banks.

In a group interview with Cuban reporters in 
March, Deputy National Security Adviser Ben 

Dollar transactions (1)

Rhodes acknowledged that more needs to be done 
to convince banks to return to Cuba, saying that 
the administration will begin a “dialogue” with 
financial institutions to deliver two messages — 
“one, that this type of transaction is permitted, 
and two, that they will not face any type of penal-
ty if they take this measure.” According to official 
media, Rhodes said that banks will have to change 
their systems that automatically block any transac-
tion hinting at Cuba as a party. g

UK offers financial expertise
The British could also be helpful in easing Cu-

ba’s return to sovereign debt markets. Nine years 
ago, after a two-decade absence, Cuba dipped its 
toes into international debt again with two batches 
of short-term issues in the Eurobond market on the 
London Stock Exchange. This was followed by eight 
additional series of bonds in 2007 and 2008.

During his visit, Hammond also signed a mem-
orandum of understanding on energy cooperation, 
and an agreement to reschedule Cuba’s bilateral 
debt with Britain. The debt agreement follows Cu-
ba’s agreement in December with the Paris Club of 
lender nations.

“This is an important step in Cuba’s efforts to ad-
dress its debt and normalize its relations with the 
international financial community,” the British gov-
ernment spokeswoman said, without providing any 
specifics.

Hammond, the first British foreign minister to 
visit Cuba since 1959, also met with Foreign Minis-
ter Bruno Rodríguez and President Raúl Castro. In 
a tweet, Hammond said he discussed with Castro 
“how UK can help Cuba grow its economy” and in-
vestment opportunities for British companies. g

‘For this measure to be 
viable, there will have to be 
political declarations at the 

highest level’.

D
uring a visit of Foreign Secretary Phil Ham-
mond to Havana, Britain’s Foreign Office 
signed an agreement with the Cuban central 

bank to help with financial expertise.
The memorandum of understanding on financial 

services follows UK-Cuba expert exchanges on an-
ti-money laundering measures.

“The UK and Cuba would now like to develop 
the relationship in other areas like infrastructure 
financing and debt markets, draw-
ing on the expertise of the City of 
London as a financial center,” a 
British government spokeswoman 
told Cuba Standard.

According to a British 
source quoted by The Tele-
graph, the Cubans were partic-
ularly keen on discussing how the UK could assist 
in the development of their financial services infra-
structure. 

Partly as a result of British support in the im-
provement of Cuba’s financial regime, in 2014 the 
Paris-based Financial Action Task Force (FATF) 
took the country off its “gray list”.

Hammond
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u

Transportation

Havana removes legal obstacle for cruise 
lines, ferries, and — eventually — boaters
 | by JOHANNES WERNER

C 
learing the path for a historical cruise from 
Miami to Cuba, the Cuban government dis-
abled a regulation that prohibited Cubans to 

enter the island on passenger ships.
The measure, two weeks before the May 1 sailing 

date for the MV Adonia, put out a political firestorm 
in Miami and ended a class action suit against cruise 
giant Carnival Corp. & plc. 

It also removes a major obstacle for ferry opera-
tors eager to start service soon. 

While an exit and entry ban still is in place for 
Cuban nationals on small fishing and recreational 
boats — keeping the brakes on Cuba’s ambitious 
plans to expand its recreational boating industry — 
the government said that it will eventually lift that 
restriction as well.

In a note published in official media April 22, the 

Cuban government announced it will allow the en-
try and exit of Cuban citizens, “independent of their 
migratory status,” as passengers of cruise ships and 
ferries, as well as cargo ships, effective April 26. 

The governent will also “gradually, once the con-
ditions are created”, allow entry and exit of Cuban 
citizens as passengers and crew of recreational 
boats. The lifting of the ban for recreational boaters 
will be “announced opportunely”, the note said.

Foreign observers hailed the announcement, 
which specifically mentioned Carnival Corp., as a 
sign of pragmatism and flexibility.

Moody’s analyst Jaime Reusche took note of the 
measure as a “credit positive trend” in a May 5 re-
port.

“The Cuban authorities’ quick action upon 
learning of the problem to allow for the visit of 
Cuban-born passengers reflects their commitment 
to adopting policy changes that support increased 
rapprochement with the U.S. and overall economic 
activity in Cuba,” Reusche wrote.

Some background
The official note did not explain the le-

Havana now allows Cuban nationals entry and exit on passengers ships. A lifting of the ban for recreational boaters will follow.

‘The Cuban authorities’ quick 
action reflects their commitment 
to increased rapprochement with 
the U.S. and economic activity in 

Cuba.’ 
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Entry and exit ban (1)

gal background, nor did it say how the change was 
effected. 

The law restricting entry and exit restrictions 
by commercial passenger ships and cargo vessels 
for Cuban nationals is Article 115 of the Manual of 
Standards and Procedures Regarding Border Activi-
ties, according to Miami Beach-based attorney Am-
aury Cruz. The measure was a response to maritime 
incursions by anti-Castro militants based in South 
Florida and elsewhere, most notably the botched 
Bay of Pigs invasion of 1961. 

Cruz says that the Cuban government broadly 
applied this law to prevent its nationals from enter-
ing the island via large vessels such as cruise ships, 
as well as small ones like fishing and diving boats. 
The smaller boats are not explicitly mentioned in 
the regulation.

“With regard to fishing vessels, dive boats and 
the like, there is simply a disposición — that is, a di-
rective from president Raúl Castro,” he said in an 
email message.

“Both this regulation and disposición have their 
roots in the fear that militant groups would launch 
sabotage raids, or that Cubans would hijack the dive 
or fishing boats, or that illegal immigrants 
from across the Yucatán, for example, would 
land in Cuba by boat,” he said. 

Two years ago, at the 2013 Miami Boat 
Show, the commodore of the Havana Yacht 
Club told industry executives that the Cu-
ban government was working on lifting the 
ban. 

The government hinted in its April 22 
note what the conditions are it needs before 
lifting the ban.

“There have been exchanges between the 
authorities of both countries to deal with 
topics related to the application of and com-

pliance with the law, to terrorism, to the security of 
maritime navigation, and to the traffic of persons, 
as well as travel and commerce,” the note says. “It 
will be important to advance in the concertation 
and functioning of bilateral cooperation mecha-
nisms in these areas, to confront the realization of 
terrorist actions against Cuba, which gave rise to the 
regulation establishing that Cuban citizens residing 
abroad had to enter our country by air.”

“It is reiterated that Cuban citizens who reside 
in national territory will need a visa of the country 
or the countries they plan to visit,” the official note 
said.

A discussion has begun in the U.S. Congress 
about ending immigration privileges for Cubans, 
which have allowed them a path to citizenship once 
they set foot on U.S. soil. The Cuban government 
complains that the U.S. policy triggers uncontrolled 
migration.

Last-minute relief for Carnival
The Cuban measure came right in time for Car-

nival Corp.
In March, Cuba granted approval for the cruise, 

the first by a U.S.-based company. During Barack 
Obama’s state visit to Cuba, executives of Havanatur 
Celimar and other state agencies signed agreements 
that allow berthing for a Carnival Corporation ship 
at three Cuban ports — Havana, Santiago de Cuba, 
and Cienfuegos. But then a political firestorm broke 
out in Miami, when news spread that Cuban Amer-
icans wouldn’t be able to go.

Amid protests and boycott threats, two 

... but the ban on recreational boaters still keeps the brakes on Cuba’s 
ambitious expansion plans: Marina Gaviota Varadero

u

The measure 
cleared the 
MV Adonia for 
its first cruise 
around Cuba ...
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Entry and exit ban (2)

Cuban American customers who were excluded by 
Carnival from Cuba cruises filed a class action com-
plaint in Federal court in Miami April 12, alleging 
the company violated the U.S. Civil Rights Act. Al-
so, Secretary of State John Kerry urged Cuba during 
a visit to Miami April 14 to eliminate the law, and 
said that “Carnival needs to not discriminate.”

Four days later, Carnival yielded to the pressure, 
announcing that it would, if necessary, delay the 
maiden voyage and that it began accepting book-
ings “from all travelers to Cuba, regardless of their 
country of origin.”

“While optimistic that Cuba will treat travelers 
with Fathom the same as air charters today, should 
that decision by Cuba be delayed past May 1, Car-
nival Corporation will delay the start of its voyag-
es to Cuba accordingly,” an April 18 Carnival press 
release said about the subsidiary that operates the 
Cuba cruises.

Four days later, Cuba lifted the ban, and Fathom 

Arnold Donald

sailed its 704-passenger Adonia 
around Cuba on schedule, with 
stops in Havana, Santiago and 
Cienfuegos.

On May 13, Fathom said that 
it would extend its around-Cu-
ba cruises — running every 
other week from Miami 
— through December 
2017. 

“The decision to add 
2017 Fathom sailing dates 
underscores our enthusi-
asm for Fathom and our 
experience to date with the impact it is having,” said 
Carnival CEO Arnold Donald. “Our travelers and 
trade partners are asking for additional sailing dates 
– and we are happy to oblige.” g

—Vito Echevarría contributed to this article
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T
he Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Devel-
opment signed an agreement to lend Cuba 
$30 million for the construction of 34 small 

hydropower plants.
The mini plants will be installed at the bottom 

of existing dams in rural areas, to “reduce immi-
gration towards cities and develop agricultural 
production,” the Fund said in a press release.

The seven-year project includes construction of 
three electric substations and 75 km of distribution 
lines, to connect the 34 plants — with a total ca-
pacity of 14.6 mw — to the national grid. The total 
estimated cost is $74 million; the Kuwaiti loan cov-
ers 81% of the foreign-currency cost of the project.

Cuba begins paying Spanish debt
 | by JOHANNES WERNER

Finance

A
cting Economy Min-
ister Luis de Guindos 
told a commission of 

the Spanish Congress that he 
expects Cuba to pay Spain 
euro 74.57 million (US$84.11 
million) this year to service its 
mid- and long-term debt, ac-
cording to Spanish media re-
ports.

De Guindos told the members of the economic 
and competition commission that the conditions 
of the recently rescheduled debt are acceptable 
for Cuba because it allows the island to speed up 
its economic development. In December, Cuba 
agreed with the Paris Club of debtor nations to re-

sume payments on loans Cuba stopped servicing 
in 1986, in return for a considerable haircut and 
investments in Cuba’s economy. As part of that 
agreement, Cuba renegotiated its long-term debt 
of euro 750 million ($846 million) with Spain, on 
which Cuba made its first payment in March.

De Guindos said that Spain’s debt agreement 
with Cuba opens “enormous” possibilities for joint 
work.

Cuban reform czar Marino Murillo warned the 
National Assembly in Havana in December that in 
2016, hard currency will be tight.

In addition to the deals on mid- and long-term 
debt, in November Spain agreed on rescheduling 
euro 201.5 million ($227 million) in short-term 
debt. g

De Guindos

Kuwait lends $30m for hydropower
 | by JOHANNES WERNER

The “biggest potential” and cheapest way to add 
new hydropower in Cuba is at the 239 reservoirs 
already built since the revolution, which are 40% 
unused, according to the Cuba Solar website. Cuba 
developed a program to install hydropower plants 
at 54 existing dams.

The 2.5% interest loan is for 21 years, including 
a seven-year grace period; Cuba agreed to pay it 
back in 28 semi-annual installments beginning at 
the end of the grace period.

This is the fifth loan of the Kuweit Fund to Cu-
ba and the first for an energy project, for a total 
of $76.5 million; the previous four loans were for 
water supply projects. g
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I
n an effort to guarantee the continuation of a 
hallmark social program of her administra-
tion as impeachment procedures begin, Dilma 

Rousseff extended a massive Brazilian government 
program that contracts thousands of Cuban doc-
tors.

Fighting for her political survival in a high-stakes 
battle, which the Brazilian president describes as 
a “coup”, Rousseff issued a provisional order that 
extends the three-year old Mais Médicos program 
by another three years. During a ceremony May 2 
in Brasilia with the interim minister of health and 
the Cuban ambassador in Brazil, she highlighted 
the presence of 11,400 Cuban doctors under the 
program that has benefited 63 million Brazilians 
living in poor neighborhoods and rural areas.

A non-renewal would jeopardize the continued 
presence of 7,000 of the 18,240 medical profession-
als working for Mais Médicos in Brazil, Rousseff 
said.

Citing a Brazilian diplomat who once served in 
Havana, Reuters reported that the interim govern-
ment under Michel Temer is not expected to send 
home the Cuban doctors, but that it won’t hire 
more either.

The second leg of Cuban medical exports
The extension of the program, which generates 

at least $580 million per year in revenues for Cuba, 
provides for a softer landing of the island’s econo-

my, as crisis-stricken partner governments are cut-
ting back on healthcare expenses. Already, Cuba is 
tight on hard currency.

At what Cuban officials say was $8 billion in 
revenues in 2014, medical service exports are by 
far Cuba’s biggest hard-currency earner, and Bra-
zil has become the second leg of Cuba’s for-pay 
medical service exports. Venezuela has 

Mais Médicos 
gets three more years
 | by JOHANNES WERNER

Economy

u

Presidencia/Roberto Filho Stuckert

Health crisis
Cuban medical service exports in decline:

•Revenues from medical service exports, after peaking at 
$8 billion in 2014, could be facing steep decline, as the 
governments of Cuba’s two main healthcare import 
partners — Venezuela and Brazil — are in profound crises.

•Venezuela, Cuba’s main medical service export partner, says 
it maintains funding for the Barrio Adentro healthcare 
program at the same level this year. But it committed 
2016 funds late, four months into the year. The total for 
bilateral cooperation programs, of which healthcare 
takes up more than half, is $1.4 billion (no comparisons 
available to previous years; Venezuela has been paying 
the largest share of its medical service imports with oil; 
Venezuelan oil supplies have been stable at 90,000 bpd). 

•From Brazil, Cuba has received at least $580 million per 
year since 2013 for 11,400 doctors in the Mais Médicos 
program. Brazil pays the Cuban government $4,100 per 
doctor per month through the Pan American Health 
Organization, of which Cuba passes on an estimated one-
fourth to the doctors.

•The Rousseff administration is trying to secure Cuban medical 
services at the same level for another three years, but it 
may disappear.
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Healthcare

A lgeria and Cuba signed a health cooperation 
agreement at their 20th Joint Cooperation Committee 

in Algiers that increases Cuban specialty medical services 
in the North African country.

Under the agreement, signed by Foreign Trade and 
Investment Minister Rodrigo Malmierca and Health 
Minister Abdelmalek Boudiaf, Cuba commits to providing 
specialty medical services, including in oncology, 
nephrology, urology, and ophthalmology, as well as 
maternal and child healthcare.

No details were released; Algeria has been 
paying for most of the services. Some 1,000 Cuban 
healthcare workers already are in Algeria, half of them 
ophtalmologists. With Venezuelan funding, Cuba 
established and operates five ophtalmological clinics in 
Algeria since 2008, the largest at Bechar, in the south of 
Africa’s largest country.

Algeria depends on oil income; the oil price has been 
in steep decline for the past three years.

The agreement adds “new impetus” to the health 
cooperation that dates back to 1963, Malmierca said. 

Malmierca told Algerian officials that his country is 
also willing to provide know-how in pharmaceutical drug 
manufacturing. g

Cuba commits to more 
specialty services for Algeria 

Mais Médicos (1)

contracted an estimated 30,000 Cuban health-
care workers (see sidebar next page); Ecuador is 
the third-largest recipient of Cuban for-pay medi-
cal services, with a commitment to contract 1,000 
Cuban doctors.

The Brazilian program could be renewed by an-
other three years in 2019, after the current period 
expires, Rousseff said during the ceremony, add-
ing that the presence of foreign doctors will still 
be necessary while Brazilians are being trained to 
join the program. Mais Médicos aspires to raise 
the number of doctors in Brazil from 2 per 1,000 
inhabitants to 2.7.

Politically controversial but very popular
Even before its launch in 2013, the program was 

attacked by conservatives and physicians’ associ-
ations, but it has been very effective in extending 
medical care to previously underserved population 
groups in rural areas and poor neighborhoods of 
large cities.

Patients are giving the program very high 
grades, Rousseff said.

“There was big concern among mayors about 
the interruption of services,” said Eduardo Tadeu 
Pereira, president of the Brazilian Association of 
Municipalities, during the event. “The extension 
of the current contracts is a way by the govern-
ment to guarantee the continuation of attention to 
patients and that the poorest continue to receive 
attention.”

“In Porto Alegre, the program allows attention 
to 360,000 persons in the poorest periphery of the 
city,” said the city’s mayor, José Fortunati. “If the 
contract was to end, it would be chaos, because 
we can’t rely on qualified workers. The president is 
giving us tranquility that there will be continued 
attention to those who need it most.”

Brazil pays Cuba, via the United Nations’ Pan 
American Health Organization (PAHO), $4,100 
per month per doctor, for an estimated annual rev-
enue of $580 million. Of the $4,100 Brazil pays for 
every Cuban doctor per month, the Cuban govern-
ment passes on one-fourth as salaries to the doc-
tors. Doctors in Cuba earn the equivalent of less 
than $50 per month. g
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M
ontreal-based investment firm Dundee 
360 Real Estate Corp. — formerly known 
as Leisure Canada Inc. — has gotten back 

in the Cuban real estate business.
During the 1990s, Leisure Canada, under the 

leadership of venture capitalist Wally Berukoff, 
generated much fanfare about plans to build a re-
sort at Jibacoa, east of Havana, complete with golf 
course and villas for deep-pocketed foreigners that 

Canadian developer revives 
resort project, plans Havana hotel
 | by VITO ECHEVARRIA

Real estate

wanted a second home there. The pioneering plans 
fell through because of insufficient capital, and Be-
rukoff moved on to a gold mining venture at the 
Fiji Islands.

But now, Berukoff’s former firm, under a new 
name and ownership, is reviving the Jibacoa real 
estate venture, with plans for groundbreaking and 
beginning of sales next year.

A subsidiary, Wilton Properties Ltd., launched 
a publicity effort for the $1.2 billion venture. “The 
Village at Jibacoa”, located midway between Hava-
na and Varadero, is planned to offer seven beaches, 
a 300-slip marina, three golf courses, and tennis 
courts, along with standalone villas and four high-
end condo hotels. Boutiques, restaurants and bars 
will round out this enclave.

The Jibacoa venture, a 50/50 partnership of Wil-
ton Properties with Cuban state company Gran 
Caribe S.A., plans to sell 2,400 luxury units to for-
eigners, and is scheduled to break ground 

Rendering of the Jibacoa project

Tourism

Reflecting the tourism boom in 
Cuba, the largest hotel brand in 

the island registered record revenues.
Spanish hotel management 

company Meliá said in its recently 
released annual report that the 29 
hotels it manages in Cuba generated 
revenues of $435.4 million in 2015 
on 5.7 million overnight stays, 
up 30.3%. Earnings before taxes 
and depreciation (EBITDA) from 
operations in Cuba were up 43.5% to 
euro 9.4 million ($10.55 million).

Meliá’s success comes after more 
than two decades of doing business 

Meliá reports record revenues 
from hotels in Cuba

in Cuba, and as the world’s No. 10 
hotel chain is facing the arrival of U.S. 
competitors on the island. Riding on 
the tourism wave in the capital, the 
company said it plans to open two 
new hotels near Old Havana.

“Thanks to improved relations 
with the United States, a particular 
highlight was the performance of 
urban hotels,” the company said in 
the annual report about its Cuban 
operations. “Their epicenter in 
Havana allowed notable occupancy 
growth — almost 89% 
annual average — and a u

u

Hotels in the 
capital are in 

much demand: 
Habana Libre
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Canadian developer (1)

next year. Some of the condo villas will be fur-
nished and available as rentals. Wilton is branding 
this development as “the first high-end destination 
resort in Cuba” – despite the fact that London & 
Regional and its Cuban partner Palmares S.A. are 
planning to break ground on another luxury ven-
ture, the Carbonera Club near Varadero, this year.

A hotel on the Malecón, too
Along with the Village at Jibacoa, Wilton Prop-

erties also has in the works a 25-floor, five-star 
hotel it plans to build on Havana’s Malecón. That 
project, called Hotel Arte, will pay tribute to the 
island’s culture by using local artworks as part of 
its interior décor.

The Jibacoa venture had a previous start date of 
2012, but Dundee 360 appears to have successfully 
raised funds this time.

“We have secured the capital required to pro-
ceed with both projects in Cuba,” said Wilton 
Properties President Guy Chartier in a recent 
phone conversation with Cuba Standard.

Chartier told Canadian television in February 
that both projects will enlist Canadian architects 
Maxime-Alexis Frappier of CMPDA Architecture, 
and Michelangelo Panzini, along with engineering 
firm Dupras Ledoux. On the Hotel Arte, the com-

pany will also be working with Cuban architects 
and community architects.

“We expect to start construction in 2017,” 
Chartier said about the hotel on the Malecón.

Chartier said that management companies have 
yet to be found for the five hotels. In the meantime, 
management is planned to be done jointly by the 
joint venture, he said.

“It will be branded, but that has not been final-
ized yet,” he said.

Challenges
Even though it might among the first to market, 

the Jibacoa venture faces challenges. It remains to 
be seen whether enough buyers feel comfortable 
purchasing real estate in a market with unusual 
property rights, including 99-year leases of land 
and restrictions on sales to Cubans. Neighboring 
Dominican Republic already boasts some of the 
best golf-centric developments in the Caribbean.

“International buyers here have the same rights 
as local ones, and they both own the land they 
buy,” said real estate broker Mariano Sanz Lovaton 
of Aides Real Estate, which sells villas within the 
Cap Cana complex in the Dominican Republic.

Even so, with golf as driver of luxury real estate 
in Cuba, both the Jibacoa and Carbonera 

—Meliá, from previous page

takeoff of median revenues in the 
three hotels managed in that city.”

Overall occupancy in Cuba in 2015 
rose to 70.4% last year from 66.7% in 
2014, up 5.5%. Revenue per available 
room (RevPAR) was euro 58.9, up 
28%, average room rate (ARR) was 
euro 83.7, up 21.3%.

In 2015, the Mallorca-based 
company managed 29 hotels in 
Cuba with a total of 12,500 rooms, 
practically unchanged from 2014. 
All the hotels it operates in the 
island through 23 management 
contracts are owned by Cuban state 
companies.

The biggest recent addition was 
the 1,176-room Meliá Jardines del Rey, 
which opened in late 2014.

For 2016, Meliá predicts 10% 

growth in revenues to $480 million, 
with RevPAR rising 5.4%, mainly 
thanks to a continued increase of 
visitors from the United States.

“The resumption of regular direct 
flights beginning in the second half 
of the year is probably the most 
emblematic element,” the report said.

This year, the hotel company 
expects to add 294 rooms under the 
Family Concierge program at the 
Paradisus Varadero, and open a Club 
Meliá apartment complex at the Meliá 
Marina Varadero, located at a new 
mega-marina under development in 
Cuba’s No. 1 beach resort.

In 2018, Meliá hopes to open 
the 1,174-room Meliá Internacional 
in Varadero and the 400-room 
Meliá Trinidad, and complete the 

renovation of the Tryp Habana Libre, 
which will be rebranded under the 
Meliá name. The company also plans 
to introduce its Innside and Me 
brands in Cuba at two hotels in Old 
Havana. g

u
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Canadian developer (2)

tario-based consultancy AXIS Hospitality Interna-
tional, who has consulted in Cuba, to Bloomberg 
Business magazine recently. “If the Cubans can get 
it right, they will be able to orchestrate a huge golf 
market there.” g

More information: 
http://360vox.com/active-projects/the-village-at-jiba-
coa/10/

Chartier

ventures are likely to benefit from 
the recent media buzz about Cuba. 
Among seasoned travelers, Cuba 
also enjoys a reputation of being the 
safest destination in Latin America, 
where violent crime is virtually 
unheard of.

“It’s my own belief that Cu-
ba will dominate Caribbean tourism over the next 
20 years,” said David I. McMillan, president of On-
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Russian truck maker  
signs agreement

Stopping short of meeting the 
Cuban government’s desire to 
assemble vehicles in the island, 
Russian truck maker OAO Kamaz 
agreed to sell a “considerable” 
number of trucks and trailers to 
Cuba.

Kamaz, an entity of state hold-
ing Rostec, is selling the trucks 
under “favorable conditions”, 
official media reported, without 
providing details.

The agreement, signed by 
executives of Kamaz and state 
entity Tecnoimport at the Trans-
portation Ministry in Havana, al-
so provides for repairs and retro-
fitting of the existing Kamaz fleet 
in Cuba.

Kamaz and its predecessor 
company have sold more than 
15,000 vehicles in Cuba. Sales 
ceased after the collapse of the 
Soviet Union in the 1990s, but 
they resumed in 2009, thanks to 
Russian state credit. Since then, 
Kamaz has sold 900 vehicles to 
Cuba and spare parts worth $18 
million.

Only saying that they would 
be used for transportation of 
food and industrial products, 
official reports didn’t specify 
the number and types of trucks 
purchased under the agreement 

Cuban baseball official 
lays out path to MLB deal
During a recent U.S. visit, a Cu-
ban baseball official admitted to 
a Pittsburgh Post Gazette report-
er that while dollars for player 
transfers to MLB teams would be 
welcome relief amid a decline in 
player quality and decaying infra-
structure, Major League Baseball 
cannot expect a free market like 
in other Caribbean countries.

“We respect the position of 
Venezuela and the Dominican Re-
public,” Heriberto Suárez Pereda, 
commissioner of the Cuban Base-
ball Federation, told the Post Ga-
zette. “But our position, our model 
for the Cuban players, is going to 
be ours.”

Suárez and MLB commission-
er Rob Manfred met in Havana in 
March for the first time to discuss 
a future with mutual benefits. MLB 
proposed to make payments for 
player transfers to a U.S.-based 
non-profit, which was apparently 
a non-starter. 

“This ship is not moving just 
yet,” Suárez told the Post Ga-
zette, adding that he would like 
to see an arrangement similar to 
the Cuban federation’s deal with 
the Japanese professional league. 
That arrangement allows for the 
Cuban baseball federation to take 
a significant percentage of play-
ers’ salary. He said the money the 
federation receives from 
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Kamaz assembly line in Tatarstan

Oberhelman

signed in April. The agreement 
also covers spare parts for older 
models and technical training.

During two visits of the assem-
bly plant in Tatarstan in the past 
12 months, Cuban officials have 
told Kamaz managers they would 
like the Russian truck maker to as-
semble vehicles in Cuba, prefera-
bly at the Mariel Special Develop-
ment Zone. During the last visit in 
February, the head of Cuba’s civil 
aviation institution was interested 
in fire trucks; the delegation also 
included the military attaché at 
the Cuban embassy in Moscow.

Caterpillar CEO visits Cuba
Caterpillar chairman 

and CEO Doug 
Oberhelman, along 
with other Cater-

pillar executives 
and representa-
tives from Rimco, 
the Puerto Ri-

co-based Cat deal-
er serving Cuba, met with gov-
ernment representatives during a 
trip to Havana in May.

“Our visit lays important 
groundwork for Caterpillar and 
Rimco to serve the Cuban market 
once remaining trade restrictions 
are lifted,” Oberhelman said in a 
press release. “We are grateful for 
the courteous and warm recep-
tion we have received.”

During his visit to the Er-
nest Hemingway museum near 
Havana, Oberhelman added a 
skid-steer loader to a previous 
$500,000 cash donation to the 
Finca Vigia Foundation, helping in 
the renovation of the compound. 
Caterpillar has also donated gen-
erator sets for Cuban hospitals. Suárez Pereda
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cio, who made a name bring-
ing famous Cuban musicians to 
the United States in the 1990s, 
opened an office in Havana and 
keeps a high profile there.

The press release said the 
company sold more than $1 mil-
lion worth of shares to the public.

Carnival competitor    
seeks Cuba cruises, too
Following the successful maid-
en cruise of Carnival Corp., Mi-
ami-based Norwegian Cruise Line 
said it plans to offer cruises to Cu-
ba by the end of the year.

Norwegian CEO Frank Del Rio, 
said he is seeking approvals with 
Cuban authorities. 

Agriculture ministry     
caps food prices
Responding to consumer con-
cerns about rising prices, the min-
istries of agriculture and finance 
published a series of regulations 
that, effective May 3, cap con-
sumer prices for some agricultural 
products.

The measure aims to curb the 
“unscrupulous way intermediar-
ies manage prices, thinking only 
about making more and more 
money,” the agriculture ministry 
said in a statement.

Economic journalist Ariel Ter-
rero criticized the measure in a 
debate published by official news 
site Cubadebate as a return to old 
methods with only a short-term 
effect: “Capping prices will not be 
an effective measure because if 
you leave them stable, if you don’t 
move them, they won’t reflect 
what’s happening — for example 
during times of certain harvests, 
whether they are good or bad,” 
Terrero said. 

player salaries goes back into 
player development at all levels.

The ideal for the Cuban base-
ball federation is that a player 
would rise through their system 
as they always have — playing for 
his municipality, then his province, 
then the national team — before 
ever joining a MLB franchise. In 
that case, MLB would often be 
signing Cuban players in their 
early 20s, as opposed to the age 
minimum of 16 years old used in 
the rest of Latin America.

U.S. carrier signs roaming 
agreement with ETECSA

Following U.S. competitors Ver-
izon and Sprint, T-Mobile USA 
signed an interconnection agree-
ment with state telecom ETECSA.

The Bellevue-Wash.-based 
mobile telephony provider will 
exchange voice traffic with ETEC-
SA and provide roaming services 
on the island for its U.S. clients, 
T-Mobile said in a press release.

The deal allows more afford-
able voice calling to Cuba, as well 
as voice, text and data roaming 
for customers traveling to Cuba. 
The service will begin “this sum-
mer”, T-Mobile said, without giv-
ing a precise date.

“We have more customers 
of Cuban descent than any oth-
er wireless provider,” said John 
Legere, president and CEO of 
T-Mobile.

T-Mobile Simple Choice cus-
tomers will be able to call land-
lines and wireless phones in Cu-

»Briefs
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ba from the U.S. for 60 cents per 
minute with the “Stateside Inter-
national Talk” feature for $15 per 
month, and use voice, text, and 
data while traveling in Cuba.

In February 2014, New Jer-
sey-based IDT Corp. became the 
first U.S. carrier to provide di-
rect long-distance calls to Cuba. 
In September, Verizon signed a 
roaming agreement with ETECSA, 
followed by Sprint in November.

Miami company reports 
growth in Cuba business
Fuego Enterprises Inc., the com-
pany that publishes OnCuba 
magazine, said in a press release 
that revenues rose 15-fold and 
that it posted the first profit since 
2010 in the 9-month period end-
ed Feb. 29.

The Miami-based company, 
whose shares are listed on the 
OTC penny stock market, only 
provided percentage increases, 
no dollar figures.

Fuego reported a 7-fold in-
crease in advertising revenue, and 
it said it recently opened a travel 
agency and began publishing a 
magazine specializing on the is-
land’s real estate market.

In May, Fuego stock traded 
at 40 cents on low volume, after 
peaking at more than $4 in Au-
gust last year.

Up to Feb. 2015, 
the end date of the 
last quarterly peri-
od posted on the 
OTC site, Fuego 

reported losses 
on revenues 
below $10,000 
per month.

Fuego CEO 
Hugo Can-

Cancio
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University fires              
high-profile economist
The University of Havana fired 
prominent economist Omar Ev-
erleny Pérez Villanueva, 56, from 
his research job at the Centro de 
Estudios de la Economía Cubana 
(CEEC).

Pérez told the Associated Press 
that he was dismissed by center 
director Humberto Blanco for 
having unauthorized conversa-
tions with foreign institutions and 
informing “North American rep-
resentatives” about the internal 

procedures of 
the university.

The dis-
missal letter 
d e s c r i b e d 

P e r e z , 
56, as 
“ i r r e -
s p o n -

»Briefs
sible” and “negligent” for continu-
ing to engage in unauthorized 
activity after warnings from his 
superiors. It also said he was 
barred from returning to work for 
four years.

The firing of Pérez, who has 
been an outspoken advocate 
of economic reform, is having a 
“chilling effect”, according to for-
eign media reports, insinuating 
that it may reflect a return in na-
tional politics to shutting down 
public debate.

An academic close to CEEC 
and Pérez said the firing is the 
outcome of internal university 
politics.

“At the bottom of the prob-
lem is the rector of Havana Uni-
versity, who has taken to the 
most extreme limit restrictions 
for researchers to develop their 
academic activities normally,” 
said Pavel Vidal, a former CEEC 
researcher who now teaches in 
Colombia, about university pres-

ident Gustavo Cobreiro Suárez. 
“Participation in events, press 
communications, involvement in 
international projects, consulting, 
publishing opinion pieces — all 
this has been more and more con-
trolled. What has happened with 
Professor Omar Everleny should 
not be interpreted as an isolated 
case, but as a consequence of this 
policy.”

He said researchers will be 
much more cautious now to ex-
press their opinions, just as the re-
form process requires an “honest 
and open debate.” 

Neither Blanco nor Cobreiro 
Suárez responded to inquiries 
from Cuba Standard. g

A mining joint venture with An-
golan partners is investing $91 
million this year in export com-
modities Cuba has not produced 
in many decades.

Empresa Mixta Minera del Ca-
ribe (Emincar S.A.), which is ma-
jority controlled by state company 
Geominera S.A., has begun build-
ing infrastructure at the Castel-
lanos and Santa Lucía open-pit 
mines in the Minas de Mataham-
bre area in the north of Pinar del 
Río province, to produce lead and 
zinc concentrate from tailings of 
old mining operations. The proj-
ect is planned to start production 
in June 2017, with a capacity of 

Mining venture breaks new ground
95,000 tons of zinc concentrate 
and 50,000 tons of lead; it also 
involves dredging of the near-
by port of Santa Lucía and con-
struction of water conduits and an 
electric substation.

UK-based Wardell Armstrong 
LLP was commissioned for a fea-
sibility study.

Cuba — the world’s sixth larg-
est nickel producer — hopes to 
attract investors to dozens of 
mining projects. But nickel aside, 
foreign mining companies so far 
have been reluctant to engage 
because Cuban authorities insist 
on majority control.

The Emincar partners believe 
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the venture can produce 1 million 
tons of lead and zinc concentrate 
per year within 11 years, all for ex-
port; total investment is expected 
to be $300 million.   g

Omar Everleny Pérez
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Dutch non-profit assists 
Cuban cuentapropistas
 | by VITO ECHEVARRIA

Small business

F
ormer Dutch banking executives Dennis 
Schmidt and Marije Oosterhek witnessed the 
rise of the cuentapropistas first-hand in Cu-

ba, and the challenges they saw among small busi-
nesspeople in obtaining financing prompted them 
to set up a non-profit to address their needs.

In 2015, the two launched a Netherlands-based 
foundation, Stichting Credit4Cuba, to provide 
Cuban startup entrepreneurs with two types of 
services: workshops covering business know-how 
such as management, sales and accounting, as well 
as access to microloans.  

“The foundation intends to empower the 
self-employed, creating positive social impact for 
the entrepreneur and Cuban society”, said Schmidt, 
a one-time financial officer for a Dutch coal com-
pany, who also worked at Bank Mendes Gans N.V., 
a subsidiary of the ING Group. “The foundation is 
not in the matchmaking business, though we are 
open for both parties in case they need our assis-
tance,” Schmidt added.

In Cuba, Credit4Cuba cooperates with the Na-
tional Association of Economists and Accountants 
(ANEC), and in the Netherlands the foundation 
works in close cooperation with Ayani BV and 
Qredits Microfinanciering. Ayani BV offers con-
sulting services to micro businesses in developing 
countries, while Qredits Microfinanciering pro-
vides microcredits to small Dutch businesses.

To firm up its credibility in the country, Cred-
it4Cuba brought in renowned Cuban economist 
Omar Everleny Pérez as a member of its board.

Educational assistance includes practical work-
shops from 2 to 4 hours taught by experienced 
businesspeople and Cuban academics at the ANEC 

headquarters in Havana. Topics of the first cours-
es from April through June range from financial 
management, to marketing and sales, communi-
cation, social media, and branding, to service and 
hospitality. Credit4Cuba also tries to offer interac-
tive workshops based on the needs and requests of 
Cuban entrepreneurs.  

Schmidt said that his group will also offer an 
e-learning program tailor-made for the Cuban 
market by Qredits Microfinanciering Nederland, 
an independent private entity. The goal is for cuen-
tapropistas to develop a downloadable business 
plan, including a financial year plan. 

“The e-learning forces entrepreneurs to give real 
thought to their companies,” Schmidt said  “They 
receive inspiration, and examples are shown.” 

Credit4Cuba can’t provide credit yet
Providing financing is much more of a challenge, 

since the Cuban government currently doesn’t let 
foreign entities provide 
loans to local entrepre-
neurs — something 
that Credit4Cuba 
hopes will change 
with time.  

Dennis Schmidt
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“Our ambition is to offer directly or indirect-
ly small loans to cuentapropistas and to provide 
assistance with access to finance for startups and 
established entrepreneurs — bridging the gap be-
tween the entrepreneurs and the local banks,” 
Schmidt said. 

Economists and others who follow the Cu-
ban economy say that it’s still early for outfits like 
Credit4Cuba to even talk about financing cuenta-
propistas.  The Cuban government currently holds 
a monopoly on providing microloans, and cuenta-
propistas can apply for credit from a minimum of 
3,000 CUP (US$125) with state banks BANDEC, 
BPA and Banco Metropolitano, with interest rang-
ing from 4.25% to 9%, says Cuban economist Pavel 
Vidal.  

“Legally, there’s no maximum,” Vidal said in an 

email to Cuba Standard. “The amount and lending 
terms are worked out between the two parties. But 
in practice, the average credit amount is US$350.”

Nevertheless, Credit4Cuba hopes the Cuban 
government will liberalize the finance sector to al-
low foreign actors. In that event, it will raise funds 
to finance loans from international social inves-
tors, along with Dutch and international banks, in-
ternational corporations that are interested in en-
gaging with Cuba, Crowdfunding, and grants from 
the European Union and Dutch governments, 
Schmidt says. g

More information: 
http://credit4cuba.com

Dutch non-profit (1)
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F
or many years, international media cover-
age has suggested there is no free access to 
the ‘net in Cuba. According to Washing-

ton-based think thank Freedom House, the Inter-
net in Cuba is highly restricted, with Cuba scoring 
84 out of 100 — 0 being the best mark — on the 
organization’s index of freedom. 

But what does freedom of the Internet really 
look like on this socialist island?

If the intent is to rate the degree of “freedom of 
the internet” in a country, we first have to clarify 
the definition of “free.” Are we talking about “free” 
in the sense of accessible and affordable Internet 
for everyone? Or does “free“ mean uncensored ac-
cess to any page in the World Wide Web?

If we follow the first definition, we can cer-
tainly agree with part of the criticism. Although 
there have been a lot of improvements in terms of 
pricing recently, $2 for one hour of internet is still 
unaffordable for the vast majority of the Cuban 
population. Some workplaces and universities of-
fer access, but the Internet still remains a luxury 
product for many Cubans. 

However, our focus will be on the second defi-
nition of “free” in the Cuban context: “free” as in 
uncensored access.

The dominant worldview of the political sys-
tem in Cuba is that of an authoritarian dictator-
ship intent on suppressing any opposition opinion, 
including those in digital format. For example, in-
ternationally acclaimed Cuban blogger Yoani Sán-
chez, who has fiercely attacked the status quo with 
her Generación Y blog and news site 14ymedio, says 
access to her websites has been blocked. Western 

 Analysis: Surfing the Web in Cuba
 | by MARCEL KUNZMANN

Telecommunications

media reports suggest there is systematic repres-
sion of dissident bloggers with online censorship 
as well as isolation of the Cuban population from 
foreign news sources. 

We ventured out to find out on what level the 
Cuban government censors its people and what is 
really blocked.

Except Yoani and Revolico, no blocks
For the purpose of this article, a number of op-

position websites were checked in different loca-
tions across the island. All intents to connect were 
through WiFi networks operated by state telecom 
ETECSA. At different times in the months of De-
cember 2015 and March 2016, samples were taken 
in Havana, Matanzas, and Nueva Gerona on the 
Isle of Youth. Upon analysis of this data, no time-
based or regional differences could be determined.

The results were surprising: While the websites 
of Yoani Sánchez are indeed blocked, access to 
nearly all other critical and dissident websites were 
possible through the state-run network. Accessible 
for example were the U.S. embassy-financed Dia-
rio de Cuba, Fernando Ravsberg’s blog Cartas des-
de Cuba, Cubanet, the Spanish-language website 
of the Damas de Blanco, the Miami Herald as well 
as its Spanish-language version El Nuevo Herald, 
the Havana Times, which provides a platform for 
opposition views, and the U.S. taxpayer-funded 
Martí Noticias. 

There was also no problem accessing interna-
tional media sites in both English and Spanish, in-
cluding the BBC, The New York Times, Washington 
Post, El País and others. Social networks u
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Surfing the Web in Cuba (1)

like Facebook, Twitter and You-
Tube were also accessible during 
this period. Search results for 
highly critical content (e.g. corrup-
tion and the Castro family) were 
also accessible, as were Wikipedia articles both in 
Spanish and English. 

However, we found that other sites are blocked, 
such as those with pornographic content (although 
there are some gaps in the filter) and the online 
classified-ad portal Revolico, which is part of the 
“grey market.” Surprisingly, though, Revolico’s like-
weise illegal competitors Cubisima and Porlalivre 
were accessible.

Restrictions on the U.S. side
While the Cuban state is clearly blocking some 

sites, Internet restrictions on the U.S. side contin-
ue to make the life of Cuban Web surfers difficult. 
If looking to update your laptop with U.S. software 
products, users in Cuba quickly notice the censor-
ship. When trying to download software from the 
Intel website, an error message says that “Intel Cor-
poration is a U.S. company, and as such is subject 
to the U.S. Export Administration Regulations.”

When trying to download the Java Runtime 
script, which is necessary to run many applica-
tions, the error message reads, “According to U.S. 
export restrictions we cannot proceed with your 

request.“ The same happens when trying to update 
Mac OS X or iOS operating systems. Although 
President Barack Obama has relaxed the embar-
go with the explicit intent to ease communications 
for Cubans, U.S. freeware still cannot be obtained 
legally in Cuba. Both state-employed and private 
network administrators on the island still have to 
turn to pirated software to keep their equipment 
running.

Detouring via third-party websites and illegal 

copies create a heavy burden on 
the economy and the development 
of the Cuban IT-sector. Even if a 
company is equipped with an up-
to-date version of Microsoft Win-

dows, navigation within the program still is a frus-
trating experience. .

To be sure, there are workarounds for Cuban 
government censorship. The Firefox-based Tor 
Browser, for instance, which runs through an 
anonymous proxy network, is capable of bypassing 
the filters of the Cuban government. 14ymedio as 
well as Revolico are easily accessible through the 
Tor Browser as well as through other proxy web-
sites. The download of the browser is also possible 
via the ETECSA network. 

It’s more complicated outmaneuvering U.S. 
censorship. PayPal does not work at all with the 
Tor Browser, and downloads of U.S. software are 
extremely slow because of the technical limita-
tions of the proxy network, making it not worth 
the effort.

There really is no “free internet” in Cuba. While 
the Cuban government has been blocking some 
opposition websites for years, their newly created 
WiFi access points suggest another direction. 

“Internet access is a right for all, and it has to be 
accessible as well as affordable for everyone,” said 
First Vice President Miguel Díaz-Canel during 
his speech at an information technology congress 
2013 in Havana. The expansion of public WiFi 
spots since then, accompanied by price reductions 
of more than 50%, show there is political will be-
hind this statement, although the demand still 
outweighs the supply. On the other hand, there 
are still strong U.S. restrictions in place preventing 
Cubans from access to many crucial Web services 
and software products. These foreign modes of 
censorship are probably perceived by Cuban surf-
ers as the greatest obstacles to a normal Internet 
experience today, far more annoying than the re-
strictions of their own government. g

Marcel Kunzmann is the author of ‘Cuba Heute’, 
a German-language blog about political and eco-
nomic trends in Cuba. He is studying politics and 
history at the University of Jena (Germany) and is 
in Havana this semester

While the Cuban government has 
been blocking some opposition 
websites for years, their newly 

created WiFi access points suggest 
another direction.
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Jane Franklin

Cuba and the U.S. Empire. 
A chronological history

Monthly Review Press,
New York
Paperback, 337 pages
$25

4 As the United States 
and Cuba are negotiating 
their way towards 
normalization, history 
matters more than ever. 
In this updated edition 
of her classic, Cuba and 
the United States, Jane 
Franklin chronicles U.S.-
Cuba relations from the 
time both were colonies, 
through each country’s 
revolution, to the present. 
Since its first edition in 
1992, published with the 
Center for Cuban Studies at 
City University of New York, 
Franklin’s book has been 
a reference for all trying 

to understand the fraught 
relationship between the 
island and the United 
States.

Pedro Felipe Buitrago 
Restrepo
Iván Duque Márquez

The Orange Economy: An 
infinite opportunity

Inter-American Development 
Bank
Washington, D.C.
downloadable
no charge

4 The ‘Orange Economy’ 
is an unusual “book” 
— consisting of tweet-
long texts and headlines 
only, meant to teach and 
inspire entrepreneurs in 
the Caribbean and Latin 
America to venture out and 

Bookshelf

harness the Internet and 
information technology 
for entertainment and 
cultural businesses. This 
manual was designed and 
written with the purpose of 
introducing key concepts 
around the “creative 
economy”, a valuable 
development opportunity 
that Latin America, the 
Caribbean and the world 
at large cannot afford to 
pass on. Cuba, with its 
rich cultural heritage and 
lively entertainment scene, 
is fertile ground for such 
ideas. 

 —JOHANNES WERNER
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June 5-9
CubaMAbs 2016 — International 
workshop on monoclonal antibodies. 
Meliá Peninsula Varadero. www.
immunovaccipharmacuba.com.

June 20-24
CubaIndustria 2016 — The 
second annual edition of what is 
designed to become Cuba’s largest 
fair with a focus on manufacturing. 
Palacio de Convenciones, 
Havana. www.cubaindustria.cu, 
cubaindustria@industrias.cu.

June 20-24
52nd IABA Conference — 
Annual conference of the Inter 
American Bar Association. “Foreign 
Investment—A look from Cuba”. 
Meliá Cohiba Hotel, Havana. http://
www.iaba.org/site/pdfs/folleto_cuba_
ing.pdf, iaba@iaba.org.

June 27-29
IMTC Cuba — Conference 
organized by Miami-based IMTC 
for the international money transfer 
and remittance industry, with focus 
on Cuba. Meliá Cohiba Havana.      
http://imtconferences.com

Ju ly 5-7                              
Feria Alimentos Cuba 2016 
— Food industry fair organized by 
Palco and Fira Barcelona. Pabexpo, 
Havana. www.firacuba.com/en/
feria-de-alimentos-cuba, cgracia@
firabarcelona.com 

Ju ly 28-30                              
2016 ASCE Conference — 
Annual conference of the Association 
for the Study of the Cuban Economy. 
Miami Hilton Downtown. www.
ascecuba.org/conferences/2016-asce-
conference/

Sept .  13-15
SecurTec 2016 — International 

security and emergency services 
fair organized by Palco and Fira 
Barcelona. Pabexpo, Havana. www.
firacuba.com/en/securtec-cuba, 
cgracia@firabarcelona.com

Oct .  13                               
Preparing for Trade with Cuba 
Conference 2016 — How to 
leverage the new Cuba opportunities. 
Pullman Miami Hotel. www.datamyne.
com/preparing-for-trade-with-
cuba-2016/ 

Oct .  31-Nov.  5                 
FIHAV 2016 — 34th International 
Havana Fair, the biggest business 
event of the year in Cuba. Expocuba, 
Havana. www.camara,com.cu, 
eventos@camara.com.cu 

Nov.  21-26
CUJAE 2016 — The 18th Scientific 
Convention on Engineering 
and Architecture. Palacio de 
Convenciones, Havana. www.
cciacuba.com

Feb.  7-9,  2017
PacGraf Cuba — International 
packaging industry and graphic 
arts fair organized by Palco and Fira 
Barcelona. Pabexpo, Havana. www.
firacuba.com/en/securtec-cuba, 
cgracia@firabarcelona.com

CALENDAR 
OF EVENTS

If your organization is sponsoring an upcoming 
event, please let our readers know! 
Send details to Cuba Standard Monthly at 
johanneswerner@cubastandard.com

UPGRADE!

Go to 
www.cubastandard.com 
or ask 
johanneswerner@cubastandard.com
to find out how.

Add it to your 
subscription
for just $400
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